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ABSTRACT 

 

Verification is the most substantial task in accomplishing progressive SOC devices in market. The significant 

contest to be explained in the Semiconductor industry is the emerging complication of SOCs. Industry 

professionals contemplate that the authentication strength is almost 70% to 75% of the general intention 

strength. Authentication language cannot unaided growth verification efficiency but it must be complemented by 

a system to enablereclaim to the extremelevel under different strategy IP structures. The development in the 

hardware field made it possible the combination of a widespread yet complex system on a single chip.A 

taskfronting the SoC creators is to agree which system level language we have to practice and how the 

confirmation mission will be realized. This Innovative recyclable test bench improvement will reduce the time to 

market for a chip. It will comfort in code reclaim so that the same code used in sub-block level can be used in 

block level and top level as well that helps in saving cost for a tape-out of a chip. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

While considering previous years, the EDA industry went increasingly from entry level to register-transfer level 

intellection. This is one of the elementary causes why this method increased a great rise in the efficiency. 

Currently, an essential strength is being spent in command to improvea system level language and to describe 

new strategy and confirmation approaches and substantiation at this intellection level.The complication of the 

chip has improved in present years and incorporation of more numbers of constituents in a single Soc makes 

verification of any Soc design very dangerous. Thus we want proper confirmation methodology for any Soc or 

IP. Since the object oriented programming concepts in authentication make it tranquil.In this paper, the 

difficulties concerning code reusability, quicker time to market, and suppleness are determined by emerging the 

test bench environment by an advanced Verification reusable methodology. Less energy intake, reusability, 

better performance, lesser replication time were the targets achieved by using this advanced methodology.By 

observing at the disclaimers of systems, mostly for communications, movable and multimedia apparatus, we can 

understand an essential and prompt growth in complication constructing it requirement System-on-a-Chip 

(SOC) solutions that usuallytake part diverse hardware and software. Time-to-market and cost are required to be 

condensed more than ever before and assisted up by an effective marketing-driven approach that can encounter 

today's highly economical and challenging conditions. To attain all this, the product growth process must 

guarantee the product requirement stage is combined easily with the product design part, permitting the 

customer's demands, promoting aims and designer knowledge, to be assessed and examined at suggestively less 

cost in time and possessions, and to be promptly combined into the final product. 

 
Motivation is the most principal method used in useful confirmation today and delivers ability to confirm the 

application before a method is contrived which protects improvement time and struggle to a huge level. To 

pretend the DUT under a range of test circumstances comprising correct and damaged test contributions. 

Productivity, elasticity and reclaim are the aims in emerging the test bench. Accomplishing these objectives 

often makes test forms more problematic to use and more intricate to generate. Each test bench designer should 

create a trade-off between the time and determination to make and use the test bench versus the possible gain 

from constructing the test bench recyclable, effective and stretchy.The confirmation of SoC is a more thought 
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flail back in the design cycle. In detail, describing SoC design language and approach is a material of time, 

though; the verification is avery undefended and indefinite question. Practical verification is overriding an 

excessive amount of the design cycle time. Assessments vary, but most predictors and engineers agree that of 

the design cycle is expended by efficient verification. In accumulation, the excellence of these confirmation 

determinations has become more significant than ever because the newest silicon processes are now 

complemented by higher re-spin costs. 

 

 
Fig.1: SoC design flow 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 

R. Saleh et.al (2006) proposed System-on-Chip: Reuse and Integration. In this proposed system, over the past 

ten years, as integrated circuits became increasingly more complex and expensive, the industry began to 

embrace new design and reuse methodologies that are collectively referred to as system-on-chip (SoC) design. 

In this paper, we focus on the use again and addition issues come across in this model move. The reusable 

mechanism, called thinker possessions (IP) blocks or core, are characteristically synthesizable register-transfer 

level (RTL) plan (frequently called soft cores) or layout level plan (often called firm cores). The concept of use 

again can be approved absent at the chunk, stage, or chip levels, and involves making the IP sufficiently 

universal, configurable, or programmable, for use in a wide diversity of request. The IP addition issues comprise 

between the computational units to the announcement medium, which is touching from ad hoc bus-based move 

toward toward prearranged network-on-chip (NoC) architectures.  

 

T. R. Bednar et.al (2002) proposed Issues and strategies for the physical design of system-on-a-chip ASICs. 

In this paper,the density and performance of advanced silicon technologies have made system-on-a-chip ASICs 

possible. SoCs bring together a diverse set of functions and technology features on a single die of enormous 

complexity. The physical design of these complex ASICs requires a rich set of functional elements that integrate 

efficiently with a set of design flows and tools productive enough to meet product requirements successfully, 

without consuming more time or design resources than a simpler design. The structural designs explain, 

counting useful libraries and bodily design meeting, enables the formation of manifold SoC ASIC designs from 

an ordinary communications that speak to silicon integration, electrical robustness, and packaging challenges. 

 

Lok-Won Kim et.al (2015) professed lively purpose confirmation for scheme on break off safety next to 

Hardware-Based assault. In this proposed system, as chip designs become increasingly complex, there is a 

corresponding increased vulnerability to malicious circuitry that could be inserted in the design process. Such 

hardware Trojans can be intended to keep absent from pre-deployment discovery, and thus to potentially launch 

assault that might obstruct the purpose of the scheme or cooperation the honesty of the information it hold. In 

this paper, we propose system architecture for performing online verification in a manner that does not impede 

normal system hardware function. The proposed approach provides a comprehensive architectural design 
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method aimed at system on chip (SoC) based hardware systems that performs run-time testing, detects run-time 

attacks by Trojans, mitigates them, quarantines the detected malicious hardware modules, and regenerates the 

lost system functions with modest cost. 

 

Lu Kong et.al (2009) proposed Design of SoC verification platform based on VMM methodology. In this 

proposed system,A VMM-based verification platform has been implemented and applied to Yak SoC in this 

paper. The whole confirmation surroundings use the scheme Verilog language, and the imitation tool adopt is 

Synopsys VCS-MX200606. The verification IP and System Verilog assertions help to heighten the performance 

of the platform. The verification results indicate that design errors of timing and anti-protocols have been 

exactly checked out with 100% verification coverage. The proposed platform, possessing fine configurability, 

flexibility and high performance, can be reused in similar verifications of other design. 

 

3. VERIFICATION METHOD 

 

The verification approach contemplates a proper structure to accomplish coverage driven verification.This 

system associates self-checking test benches, instinctive test generation and exposure metrics to noticeably 

reducing the time over to verify a design. The determination of this method is to guarantee that thorough 

verification is done by means of up -front goal location and eradicate the struggle and time spent for generating 

hundreds of tests.It also supports in getting early warnings of errors and organizes error exploration to shorten 

restoring and runtime inspection. The customary focused testing flow is different than the current flow. The 

intentions are established in CDV by using an organized scheduling process. Then a test bench that produces 

and leads legal incentives to the DUT is produced. Exposure monitors are encompassed to the situation for 

assessing progress and recognize non-exercised functionality. For documentation of undesired behavior, 

assessors are added. Simulations are agreed after both the test bench and analysis model are executed. Using this 

phenomenon, detailed confirmation of the design is attained by altering the randomization seed or test bench 

limitations. Test limitations are comprised on top of the substructure so that the verification objectives can be 

attained hurriedly. These significant concepts help in code reusability and decrease the time to market for a chip. 

Figure 2 shows the test bench architecture for this radical verification methodology. 

 

 
Fig.1. Verification methodology Test Bench setup 

 

The blocks of the above setup is described below: 
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 DATA  

 

The responses to the Device under Test are Data stuffs comprise commands and bus communications. 

The data article’s specification derives aspects and fields of a data item. Usually, many data items are 

produced and directed to the Design under test by vigorously randomizing data item fields using 

System Verilog restrictions which effects in more number of tests and benefits in exploiting coverage. 

 

 DRIVER  

 

A driver is a dynamic thing which rivals logic that initiates DUT. The data items are recurrently 

expected by the driver and models them drives it to the DUT. 

 

 SEQUENCER 

 

An innovative motivation generator is sequencer that switches the items which are delivered to driver 

for implementation. In that situation, a sequencer performs parallel to a simple stimulus generator and 

also yields a random data item on appeal from driver. The evasion behavior of driver permits 

comprising restraints in data item class for monitoring the distribution of randomized values. 

Generators are used to randomize groups of transactions while sequencer is used to capture significant 

randomization necessities. 

 

 MONITOR 

 

Monitor is quiet thing which a prototype signals without inspiring them. It accumulates exposure 

information along with comprehensive checking. A monitor is used to collect dealings and selections 

signal information from bus. The next explains the information to an operation which can be made 

offered for other constituents and to the test writer as well.  

 

 AGENT 

 

Sequencers, drivers and monitors can be used separately. For decreasing the extent of work and 

information as per the necessity of test writer, this approach mentions the design of a more abstract 

model known as agent. Agents can confirm DUT devices. Some agents also pledge connections to the 

DUT for example master or communicate agents, while other agents react to transaction requirements 

which are known as slave or obtain agents. Agents should be configurable to be as either active or 

passive. Connections are determined affording to test directives by Active agents. DUT activity is 

monitored by passive agents. 

 

 ENVIRONMENT 

 

The top-level constituent of the Confirmation Constituent is the background. It can comprise one or 

more agents, along with a bus monitor. The atmosphere comprises arrangement. An asset which 

permits in modifying the topology and performance make it recyclable. For illustration, active agents 

can be improved to passive agents when verification setting is recycled in system verification units. 

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

By using verification simulation software, the Authentication of communication based SOC have been agreed 

and the log files for the test circumstances are produced with handling report. So the entire design is carried out 

using HDL and the verification is carried out by using unconventional verification Methodology. The message 
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oriented SOC has been set as DUT for the well-organized verification and 95% code experience has been obtain 

by using confirmation imitation software. 

 

 
Fig.3. Comparison graph for Different Simulation time 

 

 
 

Fig.4. Simulation Result 

 

Fig.3. shows the evaluation between different verification approaches i.e. System Verilog, Open authentication 

approach and innovative verification system. It is perfect from the figure that progressive verification 

methodology proceeds the minimum time for assessment to system Verilog and OVM. Progressive verification 

approach is more time capable for accomplishment coverage objective compared to other methods. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

        SoC design and authentication is an undefended project initiated a dispute between hardware and software 

systems. The actual issues for embedded chip strategy are gradually embedded software concerns. Three main 

developments are proposed to design of SoC. The software based approaches see that founding everything from 

the HDL method is beginning from the erroneous point. The provisions of Communication based SOC are 
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confirmed efficaciously using Advance verification methodology on verification simulator and code coverage 

has been taken out. For development of code coverage alteration in the code has been done as stated by the 

requirement. Protocol design of communication based SOC and that can also be executed in real time systems. 

The authentication flow in this exploration has not only reduced possessions and determinations of SOC team to 

collect knowledge, progress test bench, test cases and restoring but also diminished the IP team’s exertions as 

well. There are also limitations with nowadays system in the face of the emerging use of SoCs. Specific designs 

that were once a complete structure are blocks in a SoC. The related verification approach with many of these 

blocks was not intended to scale up to a higher combination level. 
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